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Abstract
The characterization of mechanical vibrations in a hammer forging process is a tremendously important parameter for machine
design and production engineering. The dynamic response of a forging hammer to the reaction forces is affected by material
behaviour, time, spring-damper system and foundation. In this research firstly, the effect of mass ratio and coefficient of
restitution on the forging efficiency were theoretical characterized. The interesting influence of anvil initial velocity on the
forging efficiency is also analytically presented. The mechanical vibrations of a LASCOHOU-315 hammer were experimentally
investigated. Two steel grades a S355 and a 42CrMo4 were used to forge trial parts. The velocity of the ram and acceleration of
the anvil during a hot die forging process were measured using a laser velocity meter type LSV-2000-45. The influences of
forging time, coefficient of restitution, energy loss and time interval (delay) between blows on the efficiency of the forging
process were examined. The energy loss before die contact was determined to be approximately 10%. The investigations also
showed that a variation of the time interval between blows within the usual range has no effect on the intensity of the vibrations of
the anvil nor on the energy loss of the hammer. The dependence of the free damped vibrations of the anvil on machine stiffness,
damper coefficient and mass of machine has been confirmed. Additionally, the loss of energy due to hammer movement as well
as the free damped mechanical vibrations of the anvil were theoretically analysed in order to verify the experimental findings.
Theoretical analysis showed an anvil initial velocity of approximately 0.2 m/s results in a 4% increase of forging efficiency. A
good agreement between the experimental and theoretical results was observed.
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1 Introduction

Forging process is an experience-oriented technology with a
great know-how for many years. These processes produce the
complex configuration from simple geometry with minimum
waste of materials and energy. Therefore, hammer forging
process and tool design were developed mainly by trial-and-
error [1]. The advantages of a forging process such as higher
strength to weight ratio, acceptable dimensional and superior
micro structure of products are highly attractive for a lot of
engineering parts [2]. Faster processing and high material out-
put of forging technologies reduce the costs of forged parts
with complex geometry [3]. A forging technique was im-
proved to manufacture the thick-walled pipes without the
use of a mandrel [4]. The results showed a reduction of time
of deformation and saving energy costs to heat the workpiece
[4]. The new techno-logical forging processes were designed
in order to produce large special workpieces with concave
faces [5]. The design, analysis and optimization of a hammer
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die forging process require the knowledge of material flow,
friction, heat transfer as well as vibration [6]. Forging of plate
with V-shaped dies was developed in order to the increase the
uniformity of the strain distribution in forged part [7]. An
improvement of forging process was suggested to ensure a
uniform closing effect throughout the centreline of the inside
forged region [8]. The influence of mechanical vibrations of a
forging system can be characterized from different points of
view such as product quality, energy loss, service life of the
machine and environmental effects. The investigated hydrau-
lic hammer consists of a ram, anvil, foundation, frame, spring-
damper system and the hydraulic system as schematically
shown in Figure 1 [9].

The hydraulic system of a hammer forging consists of du-
rable axial piston pumps driven through flexible couplings by
special three-phase motors. The basic working principles of
the hydraulic system of hammer forging simply rely on dif-
ferences in fluid pressure. Increasing of fluid pressure under
the piston and decreasing the fluid pressure above the piston
cause the piston to rise. In the next step, a higher pressure of
the fluid above the piston, than the fluid below it, moves the
piston downward. A properly designed viscous-spring isolator
system is generally used to reduce the shock and vibrations
transmission to the foundation [10]. For the elastomers, both
stiffness and damping have to be considered in an accurate
control of the vibrations [11]. The vibration speed as a critical
factor in the reduction of the forging force was investigated by
Fulan in [12]. The optimization of ratio of foundation mass to
anvil mass resulted in a more economical and reasonable de-
sign [13]. A new forging process was designed to increase the
quality of large forged parts without significant reduction of
the cross-sectional area [14]. The novelty of this work was the

characterization of mechanical vibrations of a LASCO-
forging machine in order to understand the effect of varying
process parameters on the forging efficiency. The effect of
initial velocity of the anvil before contact with the workpiece
on the forging efficiency was theoretical and experimental
investigated.

2 Theoretical analysis

The hammer forging process can be characterized as a mass-
spring-damper (m-k-c) constrained mechanical vibration sys-
tem. At first, the ram falls down under hydraulic force to strike
the workpiece. The kinetic energy of ram causes the work-
piece deformation. After the forming process, the ram returns
and the free damped mechanical vibrations of the anvil occur.
Figure 2 shows a simple mechanical vibration model of a
hammer forging process considering the velocity changes of
ram and anvil.

Where Emech,U,U′, F, C, K, v1, v2, v1′, v2′,m1 and m2 refer
to mechanical energy of ram, common velocity of ram and
anvil in forming process, common return velocity of ram and
anvil, force, damper coefficient, spring coefficient, initial ram
velocity, initial anvil velocity, final velocity of ram, final ve-
locity of anvil, mass of ram and mass of anvil, respectively.
The impulse phenomenon based on the second Newton’s law
can be written for m1 and m2 as the following:

m1v1 þ ∫t10 −F:dtð Þ ¼ m1U ð1Þ
m2v2 þ ∫t10 F:dtð Þ ¼ m2U ð2Þ

Fig. 1 A schematic of mounted
on spring elements hammer
forging machine [9]
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where t1 refers to the impulse time. Considering the mass
ratio Q, and combining Eqs. 1 and 2, the common velocity of
ram and anvil after impulse can be expressed by the following:

1ð Þ; 2ð Þ;Q ¼ m2

m1
⇒ U ¼ v1 þ Q:v2

1þ Q
ð3Þ

The coefficient of restitution k can be expressed as follows:

k ¼ ∫t2t1 F:dtð Þ
∫t10 F:dtð Þ

ð4Þ

Considering the final velocity of ram v
0
1 and final velocity

of anvil v
0
2, the coefficient of restitution k can be formulated as

a function of ram and anvil velocity before impulse and after
impulse as follows:

k ¼ v
0
1−U
U−v1

¼ v
0
2−U
U−v2

ð5Þ

k ¼
v
0
1−

v1 þ Q:v2
1þ Q

v1 þ Q:v2
1þ Q

−v1
¼

v
0
2−

v1 þ Q:v2
1þ Q

v1 þ Q:v2
1þ Q

−v2
ð6Þ

The forging efficiency as a function of k and Q can than be
expressed as follows:

η ¼
1

2
m1:v21−

1

2
m1:v

0
1

2 þ 1

2
m2:v

0
2

2
� �

1

2
m1:v21

ð7Þ

η ¼ 1−
1−Q∙kð Þ2 þ Q: 1þ kð Þ2

1þ Qð Þ2 ð8Þ

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of a simple mechanical vibration model of a hammer forging process
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Fig. 3 The forging efficiency–restitution coefficient curve for different
mass ratios
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Figures 3 and 4 show the forging efficiency in dependence
of k and Q.

For a constant mass ratio, the forging efficiency increases
with a reduction of restitution coefficient. For mass ratios
greater or equal than 50, curves are congruent.

It can be recognized that the forging efficiency strongly
increases with mass ratio until a Q-value of 50 and stays
constant for higher values. The characteristic forging
efficiency–mass ratio curve for the investigated machine
is shown in Fig. 5.

The loss of energy due to the anvil free damped vibrations
for the LASCO HO-U-315 is approximately 5% and thus
much smaller than the loss of the ram energy in fall step.
The loss of energy for a mass ratio more than 200 due to the
free damped vibrations of anvil is close to 0. The effect of
anvil initial velocity v2 on the forging efficiency can be shown
in the following equation:

η ¼ 0:022 5:18−v2ð Þ2 ð9Þ

For an initial anvil velocity about 0.2 m/s, the forging effi-
ciency increases about 4% (Fig. 6).

The motion equation of the anvil under free damped vibra-
tions can be expressed as follows:

x tð Þ ¼ U
ωd

:e−δt:sin ωdtð Þ ð10Þ

δ ¼ ζ:ωn ð11Þ

where x(t),U, ζ andωd refer to the anvil displacement, anvil
initial velocity, damping ratio and damped natural frequency.
Subsequently, by differentiating Eq. 10, the velocity of the
anvil v(t) can be derived as follows:

v tð Þ ¼ dX
dt

⇒ v tð Þ ¼ U
ωd

:

−δe−δt:sin ωdtð Þ þ ωde−δt:cos ωdtð Þ� �
ð12Þ

Using the machine data of the investigated hammer results
in the following:
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x tð Þ ¼ 5:087e−7:54t:sin 17:27tð Þmm ð13Þ
v tð Þ ¼ −38:35e−7:54tsin 17:27tð Þ

þ 87:71e−7:54tcos 17:27tð Þ mm=s ð14Þ
a tð Þ ¼ 21:1e−7:54tsin 17:27tð Þ−1322:87e−7:54tcos 17:27tð Þ mm=s2 ð15Þ

where a(t) refers to anvil acceleration. The corresponding
graphs are illustrated in Fig. 7.

It can be seen that the free vibrations of the anvil are
damped after approximately 0.25 s.

3 Experimental procedure

In the experimental part, hot hammer forging tests were car-
ried out using a LASCO HO-U-315 hammer. The character-
istic vibrational parameters of this specific machine are sum-
marized in Table 1.

The investigated trial parts were carrier plates made of two
different steels S355 and 42CrMo4. The plate temperature
before the forging process has been held constant throughout
all tests at approximately 1280 °C. Multiple blows were nec-
essary to fill the dies; thus, a variation of time between two
blows is considered as a possible efficiency influence

parameter. The complete test series for both materials are
shown in Table 2.

The investigated hot forging process is shown in Fig. 8.
The velocity of ram and acceleration of anvil were mea-

sured on the hammer using a laser velocity meter type LSV-
2000-45 from PolytecWaldbronn, an acceleration sensor type
8743A100 from Kistler and a Cronos PL measurement data
acquisition system from imc Berlin. The setup of the measure-
ment system is illustrated in Fig. 9.

The laser velocity meter was positioned at a distance of 1.5
m from the hammer ram. The acceleration sensor was attached
to the press table. Both measured values, ram velocity and
anvil acceleration were recorded with the Cronos PL measure-
ment system. The measurement frequency was 50 kHz.

4 Results and discussion

The experimentally measured ram velocity and anvil
acceleration for standard test S355 are exemplary illus-
trated in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 6 Influence of anvil initial velocity on the forging efficiency for
investigated LASCO machine
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Fig. 7 The velocity and the acceleration–time curve of anvil for investi-
gated LASCO machine

Table 1 Characteristic
vibrational parameters of
used LASCO machine

Blow energy (kJ) 31.5

Blow frequency (1/min) 90

Total spring constant (kN/mm) 42.52

Viscous damper ratio 0.4

Anvil weight (kN) 415

Ram weight (kN) 23

Undamped amplitude (mm) 8.50

Damped amplitude (mm) 5.10

Vertical natural frequency (Hz) 3

Motor power (kW) 2.45

Max. ram stroke (mm) 700

Ram velocity (m/s) 5.18

Table 2 Hot forging test plane

Number of parts Material Standard test / delay

5 S355 Standard

5 42CrMo4 Standard

3 S355 0.1s

3 S355 0.2s

3 S355 0.3s

3 S355 0.4s

3 S355 0.5s

5 42CrMo4 0.1s

2 42CrMo4 0.2s

3 42CrMo4 0.3s
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It is noticeable that the ram’s velocity decreases shortly
before die-part contact. This effect has been observed for all
measured blows and thus must be a part of the hammer char-
acteristics. A possible reason could be a limitation in the hy-
draulic pressure system or an early opening of a valve in the
hydraulic circuit. The energy loss before contact of roughly
10% was experimentally determined for all tests. Figure 11
shows the fall efficiency for all experiments.

All relevant time steps in the forging process were deter-
mined for each test. The average values of this time steps are
summarized in Table 3.

The results showed that a variation of the delay be-
tween blows has no significant effect on the relevant
times in the forging process. The free damped anvil vi-
brations start after approximately 0.21 s, and for the next
blow, the ram reaches the anvil after 0.65 s. At this
time, the experimental results showed that the free
damped vibrations of the anvil are already close to zero
and the acceleration–time curve progression was the
same for all tests. Figure 12 shows a comparison of
the acceleration–time curve progression for different
tests after contact.

Fall Forging Retuurn 
Fig. 8 Investigated hot forging
process

Laser camera 
system 

Lasco Forging Machine 

Fig. 9 The investigated laser
measurement system on the
LASCO hammer forging
machine
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A comparison of the acceleration–time curve progression
for different tests before contact are illustrated in Fig. 13.

The curves clearly demonstrate that the delay has no influ-
ence on the progression of acceleration–time curves before
and after contact. Figure 13 shows a low-frequency oscillation
and superimposed high-frequency “noise.” The low-
frequency oscillation corresponds to a natural structural

frequency of the forging machine. This frequency is always
stimulating when the hammer is activated to perform any
movement (acceleration, deceleration, impact). A further evi-
dence that this oscillation corresponds to a natural frequency
of the structure of the ram is given by the fact that it is also
partially visible in the speed signal. The high-frequency noise
is related to the selection of the acceleration sensor. A
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Table 3 Experimentally
measured relevant times to the
forging process

Test Standard test Standard test Delay 0.1 s Delay 0.1 s Delay 0.2 s Delay 0.2 s

Time (s)/material S355 42CrMo4 S355 42CrMo4 S355 42CrMo4

Fall down time (t1) 0.2 0.2 0.23 0.25 0.21 0.2

Forging time (t2) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Rebound time (t3) 0.4 0.47 0.47 0.42 0.45 0.46

Total time (t) 0.61 0.68 0.71 0.68 0.67 0.67
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Fig. 12 Comparison of
acceleration–time curve
progression of anvil for standard/
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piezoelectric acceleration sensor with a very large measuring
range (± 50,000g), as very high acceleration amplitudes, can
occur in the event of a bounce. The noise is correspondingly
high, here approx. ± 100g, which corresponds to 0.2% of the
measuring range which is typical for such devices. The inte-
gral of the anvil acceleration after the contact was determined
for each impulse and every tests usingMatlab® Software. The
velocity of the anvil can be used to determine the restitution
coefficient k. The coefficient of restitution k was determined
for all experimental tests using Eq. 5. The obtained results in
Fig. 14 show that the change of restitution coefficient k for
S355 due to delay is about 15% in compassion with standard
test and subsequently approximately ±5% for 42Mno4.

The restitution coefficient k depends mainly on plastic be-
haviour, impulse behaviour, temperature, initial velocity be-
fore impulse and surface condition of materials. These
influencing factors are not similar for investigated materials
(S355, 42CrMo4). Therefore, results show a different value of
k for eachmaterial and test. Considering Eq. 5, the restitution k
depends on the relative velocity of ram and anvil. Therefore,
the restitution k can be decreased or increased due to the value

and direction of ram and anvil velocity. The results in Fig. 14
show that the average value of restitution coefficient k is about
0.6 for all tests. Replacing the mass ratio of investigated
LASCOmachine (Q = 50.46) in Eq. 8 results in the following:

η kð Þ ¼ 1−
50:46k2 þ 1

51:46
ð16Þ

According Eq. 16, the forging efficiency η for different
values of k can be observed in Fig. 15.

The results show an increasing of forging efficiency about
12% and 5% for S355 and for 42CrMo4 due to delay.

5 Conclusion

The mechanical vibrations of a LASCO HO-U-315 hammer
were investigated in order to understand the influence of dif-
ferent control parameters on the forging efficiency. It was
shown that for a constant value of mass ratio, the forging
efficiency increases with a reduction of the restitution
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coefficient. The forging efficiency is independent of the mass
ratio after exceeding a value of 50. The effect of the initial
velocity of the anvil before contact between die and part on the
forging efficiency was theoretically investigated. The forging
efficiency increases about 4% for an initial velocity of the
anvil of about 0.2 m/s. The free dampedmechanical vibrations
of the anvil are found to be depended on the machinemass, the
machine rigidity and the damping coefficient only. The aver-
age value of the restitution coefficient k was obtained about
0.6 for all tests. The experimental results showed that the time
setting or delay between two blows increases the forging ef-
ficiency up to 12%. The energy loss during the (hammer) fall
was determined to be approximately 10%.
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